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Abstract
This paper presents a new inflectional resource for Gitksan, a low-resource Indigenous language of Canada. We use
Gitksan data in interlinear glossed format, stemming from language documentation efforts, to build a database of partial
inflection tables. We then enrich this morphological resource by filling in blank slots in the partial inflection tables using
neural transformer reinflection models. We extend the training data for our transformer reinflection models using two data
augmentation techniques: data hallucination and back-translation. Experimental results demonstrate substantial improvements
from data augmentation, with data hallucination delivering particularly impressive gains. We also release reinflection models
for Gitksan.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, research on computational morphol-
ogy has enjoyed access to an ever-increasing variety
of annotated data through the Universal Morphology
(UniMorph) database (McCarthy et al., 2020)—a col-
lection of inflection tables which now covers hundreds
of languages (see Figure 1 for an example). Most of the
data in UniMorph stems from Wiktionary and is auto-
matically converted into UniMorph format. Wiktionar-
ies are, however, available only for a limited number
of languages. In this paper, we explore an alternative
route for generation of high-quality paradigm-level in-
flectional data. Our starting-point is interlinear glossed
text (IGT) for the Tsimshianic language Gitksan, gen-
erated in language documentation efforts. We convert
this text into a paradigm-level inflectional resource us-
ing a combination of rule-based methods and neural
morphological reinflection (Cotterell et al., 2016).
IGT is a semi-structured representation format which
is commonly employed in language documentation. It
consists of transcribed utterances paired with morpho-
logical segmentation information, morphosyntactic an-
notations, and translations into a meta language (En-
glish in our case). See Figure 2 for a Gitksan example.
IGT is a useful starting point for construction of mor-
phological databases because of its extensive morpho-
logical annotation.
Conversion of IGT into inflection tables entails many
design decisions. For example, due to the under-
documented status of Gitksan, it is not clear which mor-
phological processes constitute inflection and which
are more properly classified as derivation. Section 5
presents our criteria for distinguishing between Gitk-
san inflection and derivation along with the conversion
pipeline from IGT to inflection tables.
Our paper is accompanied by the first database of in-
flection tables for Gitksan. Since not all inflected forms
of every lexeme are attested in our underlying IGT re-

source, we additionally release neural reinflection mod-
els for filling in missing forms in the tables.1. The final
inflectional database has a multitude of applications:
it can be used for construction of language learning
resources, experiments in computational morphology
and training of automatic systems for glossing, which
can speed up the documentation effort for Gitksan.

outran V;PST
outrunning V;V.PTCP;PRS
outruns V;3;SG;PRS
outrun V;NFIN
outrun V;V.PTCP;PST

Figure 1: An English morphological paradigm from the
UniMorph database which lists all inflected forms of
the lexeme /outrun/ together with their morphosyntac-
tic descriptions.

In order to fill in empty slots in our partial inflec-
tion tables, we treat incomplete tables as an instance
of the paradigm cell-filling problem (PCFP) (Acker-
man et al., 2009), training transformer models for in-
flection generation, and applying the models to predict
missing forms. To combat model overfitting caused
by data scarcity, we experiment with data augmenta-
tion using hallucination (Anastasopoulos and Neubig,
2019) and back-translation for inflection (Sennrich et
al., 2016; Liu and Hulden, 2021a). Data hallucina-
tion delivers substantial gains in inflection accuracy
and our final models achieve 73.95% full form accu-
racy in the challenging split-by-lemma setting (Gold-
man et al., 2021b), where none of the lexemes repre-
sented in the training data occur in the test data. This
represents an absolute improvement of 16%-points in
inflection accuracy over a baseline transformer model

1https://github.com/mpsilfve/
gitksan-data

https://github.com/mpsilfve/gitksan-data
https://github.com/mpsilfve/gitksan-data
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which does not make use of data augmentation.

2. The Gitksan Language
The Gitxsan are one of the indigenous peoples of the
northern interior region of British Columbia, Canada.
Their traditional territories consist of upwards of
50,000 square kilometers of land in the upriver Skeena
River watershed area. Their traditional language,
called Gitksan in the linguistic literature, is the eastern-
most member of the Tsimshianic family, which spans
the entirety of the Skeena and Nass River watersheds
to the Pacific Coast.
Today, Gitksan is the most vital Tsimshianic language,
but is still critically endangered with an estimated 300-
850 speakers (Dunlop et al., 2018). While Gitksan
is still in use in formal settings such as feasts, it is
quickly reaching a point of turnover, with cultural du-
ties falling to generations that are not fluent. Commu-
nity revitalization efforts are underway but are primar-
ily undertaken by individuals on an ad-hoc basis. Initia-
tives include regular in-school language programming,
a few adult language courses, a successful language
immersion camp, and several Master-Apprentice pairs.
Linguistic documentation on Gitksan and the Tsimshi-
anic languages has been going on intermittently since
the 1970s, including the drafting of a never-published
grammar (Rigsby, 1986) and waves of formal phono-
logical, syntactic, and semantic work over the past
thirty years. There are several community-developed
word lists and grammar workbooks, but no comprehen-
sive dictionary, grammar, or pedagogical materials.
Gitksan, along with all its Tsimshianic relatives, has
fairly strict VSO word order and “analytic to synthetic”
morphology (Rigsby, 1986; Rigsby, 1989). That is,
unlike many Canadian indigenous languages, it is not
polysynthetic, making paradigm-generation tasks fea-
sible to undertake without reliance on sub-word mod-
els. Like many languages of the Americas, Gitk-
san exhibits head-marking (agreement), rather than
dependent-marking (case). It has a rich assortment
of derivational morphemes and substantial capacity
for compounding; consequently, its degree of word-
complexity has been described as similar to German
(Tarpent, 1987).

3. Related Work
Paradigm Cell-Filling Problem The paradigm cell-
filling problem (Ackerman et al., 2009) (PCFP) is an
inflection task, where unseen inflected forms of a lex-
eme are generated with known forms of the lexeme as
input. Many effective systems for the PCFP task have
been developed (Silfverberg and Hulden, 2018; Kann
et al., 2017; Cotterell et al., 2017).

Morphology resources The idea of using IGT as a
basis for morphological databases is not novel. Moeller
et al. (2020) present a general approach for extracting
paradigms from interlinear glossed text and completing
missing forms in the resulting partial paradigms using

deep sequence-to-sequence models. Apart from minor
details like choice of underlying machine learning ar-
chitecture, our approach is similar. However, whereas
Moeller et al. (2020) distinguish between inflectional
and derivational processes in only the most obvious
cases, we carefully filter out all derivational material
from our inflection tables leading to a more restricted
selection of forms which is better suited for construc-
tion of language learning applications.
UniMorph (Kirov et al., 2018) is the most widely
used database for inflectional morphology. Universal
Dependencies treebanks (Nivre et al., 2016) provide
another resource for morphologically analyzed word
forms. However, unlike UniMorph, Universal Depen-
dencies data will contain only a small subset of forms
for a given lexeme. It also does not stringently distin-
guish between inflectional and derivational processes.
Our resource is not the first resource of morphological
paradigms for Indigenous languages of the Americas:
Cruz et al. (2020) present a dataset of inflectional verb
paradigms for Chatino.

Computational Morphology for Indigenous Cana-
dian Languages Many finite-state morphological
analyzers have been created for Canadian Indigenous
languages in recent years: Yupik (Strunk, 2020; Chen
and Schwartz, 2018), Plains Cree (Harrigan et al.,
2017; Snoek et al., 2014), Kwak’wala (Littell, 2018),
Gitksan (Forbes et al., 2021), and others. A num-
ber of authors have also investigated hybrid finite-state
and data-driven neural models of morphology for In-
digenous Canadian languages (Schwartz et al., 2019;
Moeller et al., 2018; Kong et al., 2015).

Computational Work for Gitksan Littell et al.
(2017) present an electronic dictionary interface Wal-
dayu for endangered languages and apply it to Gitksan.
The model is capable of performing fuzzy dictionary
search which is an important extension in the presence
of orthographic variation which frequently occurs in
Gitksan.

4. Gitksan IGT Data
The starting-point for this project is a corpus of
interlinear-glossed narratives, extended from an initial
collection of three stories presented by Forbes et al.
(2017). The dataset consists of a total of 12,613 to-
kens (2,472 unique types). The oral narratives come
from three speakers from three distinct dialect areas,
in roughly equal amounts: Ansbayaxw (Eastern); Giji-
gyukwhla’a and Git-anyaaw (Western). These are tran-
scribed in the accepted community orthography (Hin-
dle and Rigsby, 1973), in a manner that orthographi-
cally represents speaker and dialectal variation, and in-
clude free translations from the speakers. The texts are
annotated in an interlinear-gloss format based on the
Leipzig Glossing Rules (Max Planck Institute and Uni-
versity of Leipzig, 2008), with language-specific ad-
ditions, as illustrated in 2. The first line in the figure
is an orthographic representation, the second line is a
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Orthography Ii sagootxwt dimt wila liluxwshl hun.
Segmentation ii sa-goot-xw-t dim=t wila liluxws[-t]=hl hun
Gloss CCNJ CAUS1-heart-VAL-3.II PROSP=3.I MANR steal[-3.II]=CN salmon
Translation And he planned to steal a fish.

Figure 2: An example interlinear-glossed sentence demonstrating the corpus annotation format and typical Gitksan
morphological structure. The second line includes segmentations with morphemes normalized to a canonical
orthographic form. The third line has an abbreviated gloss for each segmented morpheme.

segmentation of the orthographic form, with both in-
flectional and derivational morphemes segmented apart
from a recognizable etymological root. The third line is
a gloss for each of the segmented morphemes, with ab-
breviations for functional morphemes presented in up-
percase. The data additionally contains English trans-
lations.
An important note about IGT is that it is very time-
consuming to produce, particularly larger collections
like this one, and that this one is still being edited.
The inflectional paradigms that we present are based
on an initial draft of the collection after annotations
were completed. However, several major revisions to
the collection have since been made: some are ortho-
graphic decisions, some are changes to the annotation
format and segmentation style, and some are analyti-
cal corrections and typo fixes. We intend to produce
a second version of our inflection tables once the IGT
collection is finalized.

5. Conversion into Morphological
Paradigms

This section presents our conversion pipeline from IGT
to inflectional paradigms. Our aim is to identify in-
flected noun and verb forms in the IGT and group them
into tables according to lexeme.

5.1. Defining the Structure of Inflection
Tables

We will first present the inventory of inflectional types
in our tables. This is a subset of all forms occurring
in the IGT resource. We include only inflectional mor-
phology in the tables, whereas the IGT resource also
contains a rich variety of derivational morphology and
a number of clitic affixes. For Gitksan, there are no es-
tablished criteria for grouping morphological processes
into inflectional vs. derivational processes. We, there-
fore, decided to apply the following four criteria to
identify inflectional affixes:

• An inflectional affix should never change the
lemma’s part of speech, such as by transforming
a noun into a verb or vice versa.2

• An inflectional affix should apply widely to most
lexemes of the same part of speech category.

2Note that the distinction between nouns and verbs is not
clear-cut in Gitksan but prototypical examples of both do ex-
ist, which helped us apply this criterion.

• An inflectional affix should convey a well-defined
syntactic/semantic function.

• An inflectional affix should occur frequently in the
IGT resource.

Some examples of affixes excluded by these criteria are
given in Table 1. When possible, we treat derived forms
as their own lexemes, adding a separate table for inflec-
tional variants of the derived form. For example, the
derived form sagootxw ‘idea, decision, plan’ receives
its own inflection table, separate from the inflection ta-
ble for its root lemma goot ‘heart’. This substantially
increases the number of inflection tables in our dataset.
The remaining affix combinations determined the form
inventory in our inflection tables. We were left with 33
forms which are described in Appendix A.
Our inflection tables are similar across categories be-
cause nouns and verbs in Gitksan inflect similarly, for
example using the same agreement for absolutive and
possessors.3

5.2. Conversion of inflected forms
Next, we populate inflection tables with inflected
forms. This process is illustrated in Figure 3. Each
word form in an utterance in the IGT resource like
liluxwshl is accompanied by two distinct annotations: a
morphological segmentation liluxws[-t]=hl which lists
its component morphemes and a gloss steal[-3.II]=CN
which contains an English translation of the word root,
steal in this case, and the morphosyntactic tags of each
bound morpheme in the word. The morphological seg-
mentation is not a pure segmentation in the sense that
the component morphemes are normalized into canon-
ical forms.

Form filtering As a preprocessing step, we filter out
all words which are not noun or verb forms. Because
there are no part-of-speech tags in the IGT resource,
we identify these based on their English glosses, when
these are nouns and verbs.

Stem identification We start the actual conversion
process by identifying the stem of the word. For
many word forms, this will be the root morpheme

3However, even though nouns, transitive verbs and intran-
sitive verbs share most of their inflection, there are a number
of forms which do not occur in all categories so there are
minor differences between tables which are explained in Ap-
pendix B.
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Figure 3: Illustration of how we extract infected forms and their morphosyntactic descriptions from interlinear
glossed words. Key-points of the conversion pipeline include: (1) identification of stems like sagootxw which may
contain derivational affixes such as the causative sa- and valence-shifting marker -xw, (2) removal of clitics like
=hl and (3) recovery of hidden morphemes like [-t]. We also add +ROOT tags which signify the base form of a
lexeme. Three of the words Ii, dimt and wila belong to closed classes and are excluded from our inflection tables.

Morpheme Gloss Rationale for exclusion Example(s)

si- Causative Changes part of speech maa’y ‘berries (N)’, simaa’y ‘harvest berries (VI)’
-asxw Antipassive Not fully productive ’wa ‘find (VT)’, none or ’weesxw ‘be bountiful (VI)’

Changes part of speech jakw ‘kill (VT)’, jagwasxw ‘animal (N)’
-xw Valence marker Function poorly defined passive/intransitive: kw’ootxw ‘be lost (VI)’

transitivizer/applicative: naksxw ‘marry (VT)’
optional possessive: sim’oogitxu’m ‘our chiefs’

na- Reciprocal Too few examples nadisityeexw(t) ‘trade with each other’

Table 1: Some examples of morphemes which were excluded from the inflection tables on the basis of being (1)
not sufficiently inflectional or (2) too infrequent/poorly understood to attempt to generate.

which is associated with the English translation. How-
ever, for words which contain derivational material like
sagootxwt with segmentation sa-goot-xw-t and gloss
CAUS1-heart-VAL-3.II, the stem will consist of the root
with any derivational material, in this case sagootxw,
consisting of the causative sa joined with the root
goot followed by the valency marker xw. We utilize
the morphological segmentation for determining multi-
morphemic stems. For each unique word stem, we cre-
ate one inflection table.
Due to speaker and dialectal variation, the IGT resource
contains a fair amount of allomorphic variation. For ex-
ample, we see three different variants for the root ‘peo-
ple’: git, gat and get. We decided to include all of these
in the same inflection table. In order to avoid grouping
together unrelated forms, this process was restricted to
known alternation patterns.4

Clitic filtration Many forms in the IGT resource
contain clitics which we do not include in our inflec-
tion tables. As an example, the form liluxwshl contains
a clitic hl at the end. These are denoted in the Gitksan
IGT resource using equals signs as in the example seg-
mentation liluxws[-t]=hl. This allows us to easily iden-
tify and remove clitics in most cases. In some cases,
the gloss will indicate that appending the clitic in fact
deleted another morpheme. As an example, the square
brackets [..] in the gloss liluxws[-t]=hl indicate that the
morpheme -t was deleted. When deleting the clitic, we

4For example, the a/e alternation in gat/get between the
Eastern and Western dialects is well known.

simultaneously restore this material to the word form.
The form liluxwshl with gloss steal[-3.II]=CN is there-
fore converted into liluxwst with gloss steal-3.II and
then added into the inflection table for the stem liluxws.

5.3. Paradigm-Level Resource
We will now describe the final resource of inflection
tables. In total, there are 1055 inflection tables con-
taining 2125 inflected forms. Only 5.3% of the slots
in our tables contain a form and 51% of all tables con-
tain only a single filled slot. The rest of the forms are
not attested in the IGT resource. Of the slots which
do contain forms, 13.4% contain more than one form.
These are dialectal and spelling variants. For example,
there are three distinct base forms for the lexeme /gat/
’people’: git, gat and get.

6. Experiments
Given the sparsity of our inflection tables, it is impor-
tant to investigate methods to automatically generate
forms in empty table slots. We now describe experi-
ments on paradigm cell-filling. Here we train morpho-
logical reinflection models to predict missing slots in
the inflection tables, thereby completing partial tables.
We investigate the effect of different data augmentation
techniques in an attempt to improve the accuracy of our
inflectors.

6.1. Data for PCFP Experiments
Data Split We train and test models on the Gitk-
san morphological paradigms which were described in
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niye'et   3.II
niye'e    ROOT
niye'e'y  1SG.II

n i y e ' e t IN(3.II) OUT(ROOT)       n i y e ' e
n i y e ' e t IN(3.II) OUT(1SG.II)     n i y e ' e ' y
n i y e ' e IN(ROOT) OUT(3.II)         n i y e ' e t
n i y e ' e IN(ROOT) OUT(1SG.II)       n i y e ' e ' y
n i y e ' e ' y IN(1SG.II) OUT(ROOT)   n i y e ' e
n i y e ' e ' y IN(1SG.II) OUT(3.II)   n i y e ' e t

Figure 4: From a paradigm in the training data spanning three forms, we can generate six reinflection training
examples. Forms are split into individual characters and we distinguish tags for input forms from tags for output
forms.

Data Train Dev Test
Inflected forms 858 302 124

Table 2: Data splits for the reinflection experiment

Section 5. As noted, these paradigms are very sparse,
with most paradigms containing a single form and the
overwhelming majority containing a handful of forms.
For our experiments, we first discard all tables which
contain a single form.5. We additionally retain only a
single form if there are multiple possible forms in one
table slot (multiple possible realizations of a particular
slot might occur for example due to dialectal variation).
In this case, we randomly sample one among the alter-
natives given in the table.
We set aside 17 tables for testing and use the remaining
tables for model training and fine-tuning. The decision
to evaluate purely on tables which were not observed
during training reflects recent observations that evalu-
ation on lexemes, which were observed during train-
ing, can lead to gross exaggeration of inflection per-
formance, especially in low-resource settings (Liu and
Hulden, 2021b; Goldman et al., 2021a). All data de-
tails are shown in Table 2.

Training data In order to train PCFP models, we
generate reinflection examples from all tables in the
training data. For any pair of forms f1 and f2 belong-
ing to the same inflection table, we generate a reinflec-
tion training example f1 7→ f2. Similarly, we produce
reinflection examples for the development data. This
corresponds to the 1-source data format for reinflection
presented by Liu and Hulden (2020). See Figure 4 for
details.

6.2. Model Architecture
We train all models using the Fairseq (Ott et al., 2019)
implementation of transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017).
Both the encoder and decoder have 4 layers with 4 at-
tention heads, an embedding size of 256 and hidden
layer size of 1024. We train with the Adam optimizer
starting of the learning rate at 0.001. We chose the
batch size (400) and maximum updates (20, 000) based

5As explained below, neither train nor test examples can
be extracted from tables containing a single form. We can
predict missing forms but there is no way to evaluate accuracy
without providing additional forms manually.

[Illustration from Anastasopoulos and Neubig (2019)]

Figure 5: Illustration of the data hallucination approach
where the longest common subsequence in the input
and output example are replaced with a random char-
acter string.

on preliminary experiments on the held-out develop-
ment set. Our model setting resembles the work of Wu
et al. (2021) who found that a relatively large batch
size could benefit morphological inflection. Prediction
is performed with the best checkpoint model, accord-
ing to validation accuracy, and we use a beam of width
5 during inference.

6.3. Data augmentation Techniques
Data Hallucination Data sparsity causes problems
in low data conditions for encoder-decoder models.
They have a tendency to predict common character se-
quences which occur in the training data while ignoring
the input example, a problem which has been dubbed
label bias (Wiseman and Rush, 2016). In order to ad-
dress label bias, we employ data hallucination, aug-
menting our limited training data with synthetic exam-
ples. We employ the approach proposed by Anasta-
sopoulos and Neubig (2019), where noise is introduced
into existing training examples by replacing the longest
common subsequence of input and output forms with
random character strings. The approach is illustrated
in Figure 5. We experiment with different sizes for
the augmented dataset, adding 150, 300, 650, 1,350 or
1,950 synthetic examples to the original dataset. We
then tune the number of synthetic examples, maximiz-
ing inflection accuracy on our held-out development
data. Based on the results, we use 1,350 synthetic ex-
amples for our final experiments.
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Back-translation Another prominent method for
data augmentation is back-translation: a technique for
leveraging monolingual data in low-resource machine
translation (Sennrich et al., 2016). It can also be ap-
plied in morphological inflection: the labeled data is
leveraged to train a morphological inflection system to
predict missing entries in paradigms. These predicted
forms are then added to the original gold training data
to train models for morphological inflection (Liu and
Hulden, 2021a).
Concretely, we start by applying the baseline reinflec-
tion system to fill all empty slots in training tables.
We then randomly sample a number of synthetic re-
inflection examples f1 7→ f2, where f1 is a predicted
form and f2 is a gold standard form in the same table.
The size of the sample examples starts from 150, 300,
650, 1,350, and up to 1,950. We experimented with the
same augmented size as the data hallucination setting.
Based on preliminary results on the development data,
we combine 1, 350 synthetic examples with our origi-
nal gold standard training data and train a reinflection
system on this augmented dataset.

Tagged data augmentation Previous studies show
that using a tag to distinguish between back-translated
source sentences and gold standard training exam-
ples can improve translation performance (Caswell et
al., 2019). Liu and Hulden (2021a) investigate this
approach for inflectional generation task using back-
translation, and find small benefits for some languages.
Thus we also investigate this strategy both for halluci-
nated and back-translated synthetic training examples.
A special tag <AUG> is appended at the end of the
input of each synthetic training example. For example,
the synthetic input:

x y z t IN(3.II) OUT(ROOT)

becomes:

x y z t IN(3.II) OUT(ROOT) <AUG>

6.4. Inference and Evaluation on Test Data
After training reinflection systems on the training data,
we evaluate the systems on our test data consisting of
17 held-out inflection tables. For each table with n at-
tested forms in the test data, we successively treat each
attested form as a hidden output form and use the re-
maining n − 1 forms in the table to predict the hidden
form. This gives us n test cases for a table contain-
ing n filled slots.6 We evaluate systems with respect to
full-form accuracy.
When predicting a hidden test form in a table having n
attested forms, we use n− 1 forms as input. This gives
us n − 1 output candidates. We distill these down to a
single model output based on one of two strategies:

6Note that this means that our test data is biased toward
common inflected forms in the Gitksan IGT resource. This
is likely to inflate the reported inflection accuracy to some
extent.

1. Random BL We pick one of the forms at random.

2. Majority We apply majority voting.

Since the Random BL strategy includes a random
component, we run inference three times with differ-
ent random seeds and report average performance.

Augmentation strategy Random BL Majority
Baseline (none) 57.70 58.82
Data Hallucination 72.55 73.95
Data Hallucination+tags 68.06 71.43
Back-translation 54.62 55.46
Back-translation+tags 52.66 54.62

Table 3: Accuracy on test set.

7. Results
Quantitative evaluation The full form accuracy for
all systems is presented in Table 3. Only one of the
data augmentation strategies, namely data hallucina-
tion, results in an improvement over the baseline sys-
tem, which does not employ data augmentation. Train-
ing with back-translated synthetic examples instead re-
duces performance by roughly 3%-points. We find
that tagged data augmentation consistently hurts per-
formance, with both hallucination and back-translation
showing a small drop.
Choice of voting strategy is influential for model per-
formance. Majority voting offers consistent benefits
over the random strategy in all settings. Moreover, the
error reduction provided by majority voting is greater
for more powerful base-inflectors: For the baseline sys-
tem, which does not employ data augmentation, major-
ity voting offers an absolute improvement in accuracy
of 1.1%-points, which corresponds to an error reduc-
tion of 2.6%. In contrast, for the best-performing base
inflector which employs data hallucination, we get an
absolute improvement in accuracy of 2.5%-points, cor-
responding to a 5.1% error reduction.

Error analysis In order to provide a more fine-
grained analysis of the impact of data augmentation,
we examine the differences between predictions gen-
erated by the baseline system and the system trained
using our best-performing data augmentation setting,
namely data hallucination with majority voting. We ob-
serve that most of the error reduction stems from cor-
recting individual character omissions. For example,
the baseline system predicts hlibu instead of the gold
standard form hlibuu (thereby dropping one u charac-
ter), but data hallucination corrects this omission.
We further examine the effect of tagged data aug-
mentation on our best model: data hallucination with
majority voting. It is hard to draw firm conclusions
here, because the difference in accuracy for tagged
and untagged hallucination is very small (71.43% vs.
73.95%). However, we do observe a tendency for the
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tagged models to insert spurious characters in the out-
put, for example predicting t’aadin (with an inserted d)
instead of the gold standard form t’aain.

8. Discussion
Experiments Data augmentation seems to be cru-
cial for inflection performance. Data hallucination im-
proves performance from 58.82% to 73.95%. Never-
theless, performance is still not strong enough to al-
low for predicting missing slots in out tables with-
out significant manual post-correction—a quarter of
all predicted forms will have to be manually cor-
rected. However, edit distance between the model
output and gold standard form is small (1-2) in most
cases, meaning that manual post-correction should usu-
ally be fast. In contrast to data hallucination, back-
translation harms performance. This result is consistent
with earlier work, which found a variable effect from
back-translation (Liu and Hulden, 2021a). Similarly,
tagged augmentation always under-performs untagged
augmentation.

Dataset We confronted several challenges during the
development of this dataset, especially when designing
data conversion pipelines and inflectional table struc-
tures during data preprocessing. Consultation with ex-
pert linguists was crucial to enable necessary prepro-
cessing steps such as distinguishing inflectional and
derivational affixes, noting instances of dialect varia-
tion and other orthographic alternations, and identify-
ing homophones and forms with identical glosses.
Although we have contributed and expanded a new data
resource within this paper, there are still elements that
need to be taken into consideration given the status of
documentary resources as ‘ongoing’. The IGT itself
is undergoing revision, and dictionary resources which
include part of speech information are under construc-
tion. Once both of these resources are further ad-
vanced, our inflection tables can be re-generated using
the updated dataset, and with the structure of inflec-
tion tables customized to contain cells only relevant to
each lemma’s part of speech. These updates, partic-
ularly regarding the part of speech, are necessary for
later application of the inflection tables for construc-
tion of language learning resources.

9. Conclusions
This paper presented a new resource of inflection ta-
bles for the Indigenous language Gitksan, and exper-
imented with enriching the tables by predicting miss-
ing forms using transformer inflection models. For our
experiments we applied two data augmentations tech-
niques: data hallucination and back-translation. One
of the techniques, namely data hallucination, improves
prediction accuracy substantially. In future work, we
aim to improve the resource by adding POS tags and
revising the inflection tables according to forthcoming
revisions to the Gitksan IGT data which forms the basis
of the present project.
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A. Sample inflection table
A Gitksan inflection table for ’wa (‘to find, reach’) generated from IGT and displayed in TSV format. Many cells
in the table are empty since they were unattested in the IGT data.

ROOT find ’wa ’wa ’wa
ROOT-SX _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL _ _ _ _
ROOT-3PL _ _ _ _
ROOT-ATTR _ _ _ _
ROOT-3.II find-3.II ’wa-t ’wat ’wa-3.II
ROOT-PL-SX _ _ _ _
ROOT-1SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-2SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-2PL.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-3PL.II find-3PL.II ’wa-diit ’wadiit ’wa-3PL.II
ROOT-1PL.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-3PL _ _ _ _
ROOT-TR-3.II find-TR-3.II ’wa-i-t ’wayit ’wa-TR-3.II
ROOT-PL-3.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-ATTR _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-2SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-TR-1SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-3PL.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-1SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-TR-1PL.II find-TR-1PL.II ’wa-i-’m ’wayi’m ’wa-TR-1PL.II
ROOT-PL-1PL.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-TR-2PL.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-TR-3PL.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-TR-2SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-TR-3.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-TR-2SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-TR-3PL.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-TR-1SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-TR-1PL.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-TR-2PL.II _ _ _ _

B. Inflection table abbreviations
The abbreviations used in the inflection tables are described here with their meaning.

Tag Description

1/2/3 First/second/third-person agreement. (May combine with SG/PL.)
#SG, #PL Singular/plural-animate argument agreement. (Combines with 1/2/3.)
ATTR Attributive marker, creates a modifier.
II Series II suffixal agreement paradigm for absolutives/ergatives/possessors.
PL Plural, or iterative pluractional.
SX Extracted (relativized or focused) intransitive subject.
TR Transitive marker in independent clauses; ergative agreement follows.
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